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Bright Days, Dark Nights:
Regulating Light
By David L. Crawford

The consequences of uncontrolled growth range from air pollution to the destruction of
scenic views—issues to consider for citizens, environmentalists, and city planners alike
who care about the quality of life in modern America.
The night view of previous generations has
virtually disappeared for city dwellers today.
Urban children gaze upon the Milky Way
in planetariums. Unfortunately, population
growth and urban sprawl now threaten the
skies of rural America with the same fate—
even areas around remote astronomy observatories. While zoning is a round-the-clock
protector, land-use activity tends to be overlooked more easily at night. This issue of
Zoning Practice acknowledges the importance
of exterior lighting, deﬁnes different types of
light pollution, and discusses the provisions
necessary to carry out a community’s lighting
objectives. The article concludes with a
model lighting ordinance.
Nighttime generates unique nuisances,
some of which relate to poor-quality lighting,

which can be highly visible—even from long
distances. The obtrusive effects of night
lighting are a major issue for residents in
communities everywhere because excessive
amounts of it cause light pollution. Without
such a nuisance, night vision would be greatly
improved, as would safety and security of
both people and property.
Light pollution has adverse effects on
both ﬂora and fauna, many of which are active
at twilight and after dark. Humans have
a strong circadian rhythm that when altered
signiﬁcantly can result in adverse health
impacts (see “Final Report, Lighting and Human
Health,” Report No.1009370, Electric Power
Research Institute, Palo Alto, Calif., 2004.). In
short, people need bright days and dark
nights.

LIGHT POLLUTION DEFINED
Light pollution is light with no “useful” purpose—wasted energy. Inefﬁcient light sources
such as incandescent or mercury vapor lamps
cause energy waste. Conservative estimates
by the International Dark-Sky Association (IDA)
show that light waste costs Americans at least
$2 billion annually. An outdoor lighting ordinance can minimize, or even eliminate, light
pollution, including glare, light trespass, visual
clutter and confusion, and artiﬁcial sky glow.
Glare: Intense and blinding light that
causes discomfort and a reduction in one’s
ability to see. Glare never adds value and
is common to all locales. Unfortunately, too
often people mistake the absence of glare
for lack of light. Glare is neither wanted nor
needed for any nighttime activity.

All images provided courtesy of the International Dark-Sky Association
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Stars get lost in the sky glow above a city.

This is a similar view of the sky from a location well away from
the city.
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ASK THE AUTHOR

JOIN US ONLINE!

During August 16-17, go online to participate in our “Ask the Author” forum, an interactive
feature of Zoning Practice. David L. Crawford will be available to answer questions about this
article. Go to the APA website at www.planning.org and follow the links to the Ask the Author
section. From there, just submit your questions about the article using an e-mail link. The
author will reply, posting the answers cumulatively on the website for the beneﬁt of all subscribers. This feature will be available for selected issues of Zoning Practice at announced
times. After each online discussion is closed, the answers will be saved in an online archive
available through the APA Zoning Practice web pages.

Light trespass: Light falling where it
is not wanted or needed. Light trespass also
is intrusive lighting. Spill light (also called
stray light) is light falling outside of the
intended area, which can result in light trespass. Light coming into a yard or bedroom
window at night from streetlights, the nearby
car dealer or mall, or from a neighbor’s
security light is light trespass. This type of
light pollution also has glare and wastes both
light and energy.
Visual clutter and confusion: Light
“noise” in the ﬁeld of view that is both distracting and annoying. Examples might
include too many brightly lit signs or too many
bright lights. For example, visual clutter and
confusion would make it difﬁcult to see or
differentiate between directional signs and
trafﬁc signals.
Artiﬁcial sky glow: The artiﬁcial brightening of the night sky due mostly to inefﬁcient lighting ﬁxtures that project light
upward. Artiﬁcial sky glow is wasted light.
It brightens the night sky often to such
an extent that only the moon and a few of
the brightest stars remain visible.
THE REGULATION OF LIGHT
An outdoor lighting control ordinance restricts
lighting types, when they can be used, and
other matters affecting the quality and value
of the lighting type. Today, hundreds of lighting ordinances exist around the country, and
the demand for them from the public and governmental agencies is growing, as evidenced
by IDA’s nearly daily requests for advice or
examples of such ordinances. Similarly, the
American Planning Association’s Planning
Advisory Service has received more than 400

lighting-related inquiries over the past
10 years.
Except in matters affecting the safety
of a person or security of property, outdoor
lighting levels should be kept to a minimum.
Lights should be adequately shielded,
without glare or light trespass, operated
at the lowest acceptable levels, and shut
off when not needed. Most modern lighting
ordinances share several provisions to
carry out these objectives, including designated lighting zones, regulations for the
amount of light permitted, lighting ﬁxture
shielding, and lighting curfews.
Lighting Zones. Lighting zones are based
on the highly varied lighting needs within a
city or region and are a key element in modern
lighting ordinances. The zones—recommended
by IDA and the International Commission
on Illumination (CIE)—allow different amounts
of light in areas with different nighttime characteristics. Lighting zones are deﬁned on
the basis of ambient lighting levels, population
density, and other community considerations.
A description of the lighting zones is provided
in the model ordinance.
Permitted Light. Copious amounts of
light are not always an appropriate antidote
for safety and security concerns. Too much
lighting and glare compromise the eye’s nighttime adaptation level. Furthermore, brightness
from businesses, entertainment complexes,
signs, street lighting, and parking lots has
gradually increased over time and the public
has gradually come to accept these unnecessary levels. Frankly, night lighting is now more
about advertising than security or safety.
Shielding. Light output can be controlled
by adding shielding ﬁxtures that direct light

About the Author
David L. Crawford is the co-founder and
executive director of the International
Dark-Sky Association (IDA) in Tucson,
Arizona. The model oudoor lighting ordinance featured in this article is copyrighted
by IDA, but may be freely used for noncommercial educational purposes.

where it is needed, enhancing performance
through strategic light guidance. High-quality
ﬁxtures also are glare free.
Curfews. Lighting curfews dictate when
light is needed, which is not everywhere and
at all times. Curfews help to limit light pollution and energy waste by requiring businesses, institutions, and property owners to
turn off unnecessary lights at speciﬁed times.
THE IDA MODEL LIGHTING ORDINANCE
The remainder of this issue of Zoning Practice
contains a model outdoor lighting ordinance.
The dangers associated with excessive lighting call for a progressive lighting ordinance
much the same way that inefﬁcient development patterns necessitate a land-use code
that will promote and protect better development practices. Planners and ordinance
drafters should consider the recommendations of national lighting organizations such
as IDA, the Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America (IESNA), and the International
CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design) Association when establishing
lighting policy.
Recognizing that existing ordinances vary
in complexity and effectiveness, the IDA
model attempts to establish a uniform, practical ordinance for use in local and regional
governments throughout the country.
A collection of outdoor lighting ordinances incorporating “dark skies” principles
is available to Zoning Practice subscribers by
contacting Michael Davidson, Editor, Zoning
Practice, American Planning Association,
122 South Michigan Avenue, Suite 1600,
Chicago, IL 60603, or send an e-mail to
mdavidson@planning.org.
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MODEL OUTDOOR LIGHTING ORDINANCE
I. Preamble
The purpose of this ordinance is to provide a
regulatory strategy for outdoor lighting that will:
n Permit reasonable uses of outdoor lighting
for nighttime safety, utility, security, productivity,
enjoyment, and commerce;
n Curtail and reverse the degradation of the nighttime visual environment and the night sky;
n Preserve of the dark night sky for astronomy;
n Minimize glare, obtrusive light, and artiﬁcial sky
glow by limiting outdoor lighting that is misdirected,
excessive, or unnecessary;
n Conserve energy and resources to the greatest
extent possible; and
n Help protect the natural environment from the
damaging effects of night lighting from man-made
sources.
II. Regulations
A. Conformance with applicable codes
All outdoor lighting ﬁxtures (luminaires) shall
be installed in conformance with the provisions of this ordinance, the building code,
the electrical code, and the sign code of the
authorizing jurisdiction as applicable and
under appropriate permit and inspection.
B. Applicability
Municipal street lighting and other municipality-owned lighting are not covered by this
ordinance, but by other city codes or policies. However, it is recommended that all
such lighting conform to all of the aspects of
this model outdoor lighting ordinance and
that all street lighting be fully shielded.
C. Use of lighting zones
See the deﬁnition of lighting zone in the
section on deﬁnitions (see web-based
enhancements for Zoning Practice).
1. Using Table 1 as a guide, the authority shall
determine and maintain lighting zones
within the boundaries of its jurisdiction.
2. The lighting zone shall determine the limitations for lighting of a parcel or project
as speciﬁed in this ordinance.
3. A decrease of one or more lighting zone
numbers or an increase of one lighting
zone number may be granted to a specific (individual) land parcel or project
within a lighting zone upon special
application to and approval by the
authority.
D. Exempt lighting
The following luminaires and lighting systems are exempt from these requirements.
1. Internally illuminated signs. However,
it is strongly encouraged that all such
signs should have “dark” backgrounds
(opaque or colored) and “light” lettering
(white or lighter colored than the background) so as to minimize glare or luminous overload.
2. Externally illuminated signs. However, it is
strongly encouraged that all such signs be

Table 1. Lighting Zone (LZ) Ratings and Characteristics
Zone

Ambient

Representative locations
illumination

LZ 0

Very dark

Critical dark environments, such as especially sensitive wildlife preserves, parks, and
major astronomical observatories.

LZ 1

Dark

Developed areas in state and national parks, recreation areas, wetlands and wildlife
preserves; developed areas in natural settings; areas near astronomical observatories;
sensitive night environments; zoos; areas where residents have expressed the desire
to conserve natural illumination levels.

LZ 2

Low

Rural areas, low-density urban neighborhoods and districts, residential
historic districts.

LZ 3

Medium

Medium- to high-density urban neighborhoods and districts, shopping and commercial districts, industrial parks and districts. This zone is intended to be the default condition for commercial and industrial districts in urban areas.

LZ 4

High

Reserved for very limited applications such as major city centers, urban
districts with especially high security requirements, thematic attractions and entertainment districts, and major auto sales districts.

lit from above, with fully shielded ﬁxtures.
3. Temporary lighting for theatrical, television, and performance areas.
4. Lighting in swimming pools and other
water features governed by Article 680
of the National Electrical Code.
5. Code-required exit signs.
6. Code-required lighting for stairs and ramps.
7. Temporary holiday lighting provided that
individual lamps are 10 watts or less.
8. Lighting required and regulated by the
Federal Aviation Administration, U.S. Coast
Guard, or other federal or state agency.
9. Interior lighting.
E. High-intensity, special-purpose lighting
The following lighting systems are prohibited from being installed or used except by
special use permit, which shall not be
granted for any use in LZ0, LZ 1, or LZ 2.
1. Aerial lasers.
2. “Searchlight”-style lights.
3. Other very intense lighting, deﬁned as
having a light source exceeding 200,000
lumens or intensity in any direction of
2 million candelas or more.
F. Luminaire lamp wattage, shielding, and
installation requirements
1. All outdoor lighting shall comply with the
limits to lamp wattage and the shielding
requirements in Table 2.
2. Only luminaires that are allowed to be
unshielded in Table 2 may employ ﬂexible
or adjustable mounting systems. All
other luminaires shall be permanently
installed so as to maintain the shielding
requirements of Table 2.
3. The authority may accept a photometric
test report, demonstration or sample,
or other satisfactory conﬁrmation that the

luminaire meets the requirements of the
shielding classiﬁcation.
4. Such shielded ﬁxtures must be constructed and installed in such a manner
that all light emitted by the ﬁxture meets
or exceeds the speciﬁcation given. This
includes all the light emitted by the ﬁxture,
either directly from the lamp or by a diffusing element, or indirectly by reﬂection or
refraction from any part of the ﬁxture. Any
structural part of the ﬁxture providing this
shielding must be permanently afﬁxed.
5. All canopy lighting must be fully shielded.
However, indirect “up-light” is permitted
under an opaque canopy provided that no
lamp or vertical element of a lens or diffuser is visible from beyond the canopy
and such that no direct “up-light” is emitted beyond the opaque canopy.
G. Height limits
1. Pole-mounted lighting.
Lighting mounted onto poles or any structures intended primarily for mounting of
lighting shall not exceed a mounting
height of 40 percent of the horizontal distance of the light pole from the property
line, or a maximum height according to
Table 3, whichever is lower.
Exception one: Lighting for residential
sports courts and pools shall not exceed
15 feet above court or pool deck surface.
Exception two: Lights speciﬁcally for driveways, and then only at the intersection
to the road providing access to the site,
may be mounted at any distance relative
to the property line, but may not exceed
the mounting height listed in Table 3.
Exception three: Mounting heights greater
than 40 percent of the horizontal distance
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Glare, clutter, and overkill at a car dealership with bad lighting.

to the property line but no greater than
permitted by Table 3 may be used provided
that the luminaire is side-shielded toward
the property line.
Exception four: Landscape lighting installed
in a tree (for deﬁnitions see web-based
enhancements for Zoning Practice).
2. Lights mounted to buildings or structures.
Lighting mounted onto buildings or other
structures shall not exceed a mounting
height greater than four feet higher than
the tallest part of the building or structure
at the place where the lighting is
installed, or higher than 40 percent of the
horizontal distance of the light from the
property line, whichever is less.
Exception one: Lighting attached to singlefamily residences shall not exceed the
height of the eave.
Exception two: Lighting for facades may
be mounted at any height equal to, or
less than the total height of the structure
being illuminated regardless of horizontal
distance to property line.

An example of excellent, high-quality lighting at a car dealership.
The light projects downward with no sky glow or glare. Sensible
lighting saves business owners energy and money.

Table 3. Maximum Lighting Mounting Height (in feet)
Lighting
Zone

Lighting for driveways,
parking and transit

Lighting for walkways, plazas,
and other pedestrian areas

All other lighting

LZ 0

20.0

8.0

4.5

LZ 1

25.0

12

4.5

LZ 2

37.5

18

8.0

LZ 3

37.5

18

15

LZ 4

Height limit to be determined by authority.
Exception three: For buildings less
than 40 feet to the property line, including canopies or overhangs onto the sidewalk or public right-of-way, luminaires
may be mounted to the vertical facade or
the underside of canopies
at 16 feet or less.
H. Total site power limits
1. This section applies to all outdoor
lighting, whether attached to building,
poles, structure, or self-supporting,

Table 2. Maximum Wattage and the Required Shielding
Lighting
Zone

Fully
Shielded
(watts)

LZ 0

55

LZ 1

Shielded
(watts)

Partly
Shielded
(watts)

Unshielded
(Shielding is highly encouraged)

None
permitted.

None
permitted.

None permitted.

70

30

None
permitted.

None permitted.

LZ 2

150

55

None
permitted.

Low voltage landscape lighting.

LZ 3

450

100

55

Landscape and facade lighting 100 watts or less; ornamental lights of 55 watts and less.

LZ 4

1000

150

90

Landscape and facade lighting 250 watts or less; ornamental lights 70 watts or less; marquee lighting not
employing medium-based lamps.

including, but not limited to, hardscape
areas (which include parking lots,
lighting for building entrances, sales,
and non-sales canopies), lighting for
all outdoor sales areas, and lighting for
building facades.
2. If there is an energy code in place, then
the more restrictive provisions of this ordinance and that energy code shall apply.
3. The maximum allowed lighting limit shall
be determined as follows:
a) Following the rules in item four below,
multiply the area (square footage) of
each of the application types in Table
4 by the allowed lamp wattage per
square foot for the appropriate lighting zone. Deﬁnitions are given in
Section C.
b) Add up the total of the lamp wattage
for each application type.
c) The power allowance for the application type shall not exceed the total
allowance in Table 4.
4. Rules are as follows:
a) Power is not allowed for any use types
not listed, except for those items given
in Section II. D. (Exempt lighting) and
Section II. E. (High-intensity, specialpurpose lighting).
b) Only one application type may be
applied to any given area.
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Table 4. Lamp Power Allowances (w*/ft2 unless otherwise noted)
Lighting application

Allowed area

LZ 0

LZ 1

LZ 2

LZ 3

LZ 4

Parking lots, plazas, hardscape
lighting, driveways, on-site
private roads

Paved area plus ﬁve feet of the perimeter of adjacent unpaved
land. Includes planters and landscaped areas less than
10 feet wide enclosed by hardscape on at least three sides.

0.010

0.020

0.040

0.080

0.16

Sidewalks, walkways, and bikeways

Paved area plus ﬁve feet of unpaved land on either side
of path of travel.

0.020

0.040

0.080

0.15

0.20

Building entrances (without canopy)

Width of doors plus three feet on either side times a distance
outward from the building from the surface of the doors 10 feet.

0.010

0.35

0.50

0.70

1.00

Building entry, drive-up sales, and
general-use canopies

Drip line area under canopy. Thirteen watts plus
the value in the LZ columns.

0.00

0.10

0.20

0.40

0.70

Vehicle service station

Drip line area under canopy or 500 square feet per double-sided
fuel dispenser unit not under canopy.

Not
allowed

0.30

0.60

1.20

2.40

Not
allowed

Not
allowed

0.18

0.35

0.50

Building facades

Outdoor sales lot

Portion of uncovered outdoor sales lot used for display of
vehicles or other merchandise for sale. All adjacent access
drives, walkway areas, customer parking areas, vehicle service
or storage areas not surrounded on at least three sides by sales
area shall be considered hardscape.

Not
allowed

Not
allowed

0.60

1.10

1.80

Outdoor sales frontage
(Frontage in linear feet, and the
allowance is per linear foot)

Valid only for sections of an outdoor sales area along the
frontage. A corner sales lot may include both sides provided that
a different principal viewing location exists for each side.

Not
allowed

Not
allowed

Not
allowed

30 w/lf

40 w/lf

Ornamental lighting

Entire site

Not
allowed

By special 0.010
permit only

0.02

0.04

*w=wattage

A view of Los Angeles from Mt. Wilson in 1998. Population growth adds many new lights
to a region. This image shows too much direct light from distant ﬁxtures, indicating waste.

The sky glow impact from a billboard with
light projecting up from the bottom.
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c) Canopy allowances include only the
area within the drip line area of the
canopy.
d) Areas that are not designed to be illuminated may not be counted toward
the total site limit.
Recommended lighting for externally
illuminated signs
Externally lighted signs should be lighted
from the top of the sign downward and be
fully shielded.
Exception: Signs not taller than 10 feet
(3.5 meters) above grade may be illuminated
by landscape lighting complying with
Table 2.
Lighting controls
Lighting systems for nonresidential properties shall be turned off or reduced in lighting
by at least 50 percent beginning at curfew
and continuing until dawn or start of business,
whichever is sooner. The reduction shall be
determined as an overall average for the
site. When possible, the lighting system
should be turned off rather than be reduced
in lighting level.
Curfew shall be as follows:
n LZ 0, the later of 8:00 PM (2000 hours)
or close of business.
n LZ 1, the later of 8:00 PM (2000 hours)
or close of business.

LZ 2, the later of 10:00 PM (2200 hours)
or close of business.
n LZ 3, the later of midnight (2400 hours)
or close of business.
n LZ 4, the later of midnight (2400 hours)
or close of business.
Exception one: When there is only one
(conforming) luminaire for the site.
Exception two: Code required lighting for
steps and stairs.
Exception three: When in the opinion of the
authority, reduced lighting levels at a given
location will cause unacceptable increased
risk and design levels must be maintained.
K. Special permits
Upon special permit issued by the authority,
lighting systems not complying with the technical requirements of this ordinance but consistent with the intent of the ordinance may
be installed for the following applications:
a) Sport ﬁelds and stadiums;
b) Construction lighting;
c) Industrial lighting for hazardous areas
where the heat of the lighting ﬁxture may
cause a dangerous situation;
d) Bridges;
e) National and state ﬂag lighting with spotlights greater than 70 watts in LZ 3 and
LZ 4, and greater than 39 watts in LZ 0,
LZ 1, and LZ 2;
n

WEB RESOURCES

f) Specialized theme park lighting;
g) Floodlighting of buildings over two
stories high;
h) Public monuments, public buildings,
and houses of worship; and
i) Industrial areas where higher pole
heights are required to avoid interference
of vehicle with the pole assembly.
The authority shall review each such application. A permit may be granted if, upon
review, the authority believes that the proposed lighting will not create unwarranted
glare, sky glow, or light trespass.

WEB-BASED ENHANCEMENTS
FOR ZONING PRACTICE
In order to provide better and additional
graphics to enhance the reading experience
of Zoning Practice subscribers, with this issue
we have provided the deﬁnitions section of the
IDA Model Outdoor Lighting Ordinance on the
Zoning Practice web pages of APA's website. We
invite you to check out this enhancement at
www.planning.org/ZoningPractice/currentissue.htm
We will do this whenever we determine that we
can use the Internet to heighten the informational value we are delivering to our subscribers.

Cover photo: Satellite image of the United States
and southern Canada after dark. Photo provided

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
EPRI is an energy research consortium for utility members, their customers, and society. EPRI’s
mission is to provide science and technology-based solutions to its global energy customers
by managing a program of scientiﬁc research, technology development, and product implementation. For more information visit www.epri.com.
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA)
IESNA is a forum for the exchange of ideas and information on all aspects of good lighting
practice to its members, to the lighting community, and to consumers, through a variety
of programs, publications, and services. IESNA correlates research, investigations, and
discussions to guide lighting professionals and laypersons via consensus-based lighting
recommendations. For more information visit www.iesna.org.
International Commission on Illumination (CIE)
CIE is a technical, scientiﬁc, and cultural organization devoted to international cooperation
and exchange of information among its member countries on all matters relating to the
science and art of lighting. For more information visit www.cie.co.at/cie/.
International CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design) Association (ICA)
ICA believes that the proper design and effective use of the physical environment can lead
to a reduction in the incidence and fear of crime, thereby improving quality of life.
For more information visit www.cpted.net.
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA)
IDA is an advocacy organization whose goal is to build awareness of the problems of light
pollution as it affects astronomy and the public, and to promote quality outdoor lighting.
For more information visit www.darksky.org.

by the International Dark-Sky Association.
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Definitions from the International Dark-Sky Association’s Model Outdoor Lighting Ordinance
Artificial Sky Glow

The brightening of the night sky attributable to man-made sources of light.

Authority

The adopting municipality, agency, or other governing body.

Candela

The unit of luminous intensity of a lighting source emitted into a given direction.

Canopy

A roof-like covering over an area, in or under which a lighting fixture is mounted.

Curfew

A time each night after which certain electric illumination must be turned off or reduced in intensity.

Drip Line Area

The area on the ground enclosed by vertical planes extending downward from the outer solid edge of a canopy.

Facade

The exterior wall of a building.

Glare

Light that causes visual discomfort or disability, or a loss of visual performance.

Hardscape Lighting

Lighting associated with architectural features, such as fountains, sculptures, and the like.

Landscape Lighting

Luminaires mounted in or at grade (not to exceed three feet overall above grade) and used soley for landscape rather than area
lighting, or fully shielded luminaires mounted in trees and used solely for landscape or facade lighting.

Light Trespass

Spill light that because of quantitative, directional, or spectral content causes annoyance, discomfort, or loss in visual
performance and visibility.

Lighting Zone

A type of area defined on the basis of ambient lighting levels, population density, and/or other community considerations.
The lighting zones are determined by the authority. A description of the lighting zones is given in Table 1 of this code.

Lumen

The unit of luminous flux: a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lamp.

Luminaire

A complete lighting unit consisting of one or more electric lamps, the lamp holder, reflector, lens, diffuser, ballast, and/or
other components and accessories.

Luminance

The amount of light emitted in a given direction from a surface by the light source or by reflection from a surface. The unit is candela per square meter.

Luminous Flux

A measure of the total light output from a source, the unit being the lumen.

Mounting Height

The vertical distance between the lowest part of the luminaire and the ground surface directly below the luminaire.

Nadir

The downward direction; exactly vertical, directly below a luminaire.

Obtrusive Light

Glare and light trespass.

Ornamental or
Accent Lightin

Outdoor lighting that is installed mainly or entirely for its decorative effect or to accent an object or a feature, rather than as an aid
to visibility.

Photometric Test
Report

A report by an independent testing laboratory or one certified by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
describing the candela distribution, shielding type, luminance, and other optical characteristics of a specific luminaire.

Point of Service Canopy

A canopy under which a business provides some service to a customer, such as food service, a bank transaction, or the like.

Shielding

1a. Fully Shielded – A luminaire emitting no luminous flux above the horizontal plane.
1b. Shielded – A luminaire emitting less than 2 percent of its luminous flux above the horizontal plane.
1c. Partly Shielded – A luminaire emitting less than 10 percent of its luminous flux above the horizontal plane.
1d. Unshielded – A luminaire that may emit its flux in any direction.

Spill Light

Lighting from a lighting installation that falls outside of the boundaries of the property on which the installation is sited.

Temporary Lighting

Lighting installed with temporary wiring and operated for less than 60 days in any calendar year.

